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Abstract: This case study examined the ability of three first year non-major chemistry students to 
understand chemical concepts according to Johnstone’s three levels of chemical representations of 
matter. Students’ background knowledge in chemistry proved to be a powerful factor in their 
understanding of the submicroscopic level. The results show that modelling ability is not 
necessarily innate, but it is a skill to be learnt. Each of the students’ modelling abilities with 
chemical representations improved with instruction and practice. Generally, as modelling skills 
improved so did students’ understanding of the relevant chemical concept. Modelling ability is 
described according to Grosslight et al.’s three–tiered level and the ability to traverse the three 
levels of chemical representation of matter. [Chem. Educ. Res. Pract., 2007, 8 (3), 274-292.]  
 




Introduction and theoretical underpinnings 
 
Explanations of chemical phenomena rely on understanding the behaviour of sub-
microscopic particles and because this level is ‘invisible’ it is described using symbols such as 
models, diagrams and equations. A minimum level of modelling ability or representational 
competence (Kozma and Russell, 1997) is required to use these symbols to learn and 
understand chemistry. Data concerning the modelling ability of a three first year 
undergraduate chemistry students is presented to address the research question: “How does 
students’ modelling ability affect their use of models and their ability to understand chemical 
concepts?”  
Research about the different levels of representation of matter, chemical models and 
modelling and students’ modelling ability provide the theoretical framework within which 
this study was conducted.  
 
Three levels of chemical representation 
Johnstone (1982) distinguished three levels of chemical representation of matter. The 
macroscopic level is real, comprising tangible and visible chemicals, which may or may not 
be part of students’ everyday experiences. The sub-microscopic level is also real and 
comprises the particulate level, which can be used to describe the movement of electrons, 
molecules, particles or atoms. The symbolic level comprises a large variety of pictorial 
representations, algebraic and computational forms of the submicroscopic representation. 
Chemistry is based on the theory of the particulate nature of matter – the sub-microscopic 
level of matter – but we ‘see’ the macroscopic and use models to represent the sub-
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microscopic levels. Harrison and Treagust (2002) point out that for many Grade 8 students, 
and even for some Grade 8–10 science teachers, their understanding of the particulate nature 
of matter, i.e. the sub-microscopic level, is poor. Research shows that many secondary school 
and college students, and even some teachers, have difficulty transferring from one level of 
representation to another (Gabel, 1998).  
 
Chemical models and modelling 
Chemical models and diagrams provide visual prompts of the sub-microscopic level. An 
explanatory tool such as a diagram or an image can provide the learner with a way of 
visualizing the concept and hence developing a mental model for the concept (Gabel, 1998). 
The value of a diagram in making the link with an abstract concept depends on it being 
consistent with the learners’ needs and being pitched at the learners’ level of understanding 
(Giordan, 1991).  
Modelling has been described as making the connection between the target and the 
analogue (Duit et al., 2001). With general models there can be a number of analogues (i.e. a 
number of models) but they link to only one real target. When considering chemical models, 
links are formed between an analogue and the target where the analogue is a symbolic 
representation (of which there may be many different types) which links with two real targets 
– the sub-microscopic level (target 1) and the macroscopic level (target 2). So in terms of 
Johnstone’s three levels, the symbolic representations are analogues of the macro and sub-
microscopic levels, which are the targets. This duality required of models of chemical 
phenomena is a significant difference from general models. Teachers or textbooks do not 
always highlight this difference, and it is often assumed that students are able to relate a 
symbolic representation to both the macroscopic and sub-microscopic realities 
simultaneously. 
The use of models and modelling in chemistry teaching is a common practice that 
engages students to develop their own mental models of chemical compounds. However, 
despite this common use of models, studies have shown that students misunderstand the 
reasons for using models and modelling. Many secondary students view models only as 
copies of the scientific phenomena (Grosslight et al., 1991) and their understanding of the role 
of models frequently is seen as being simplistic (Treagust et al., 2003). Even university 
students have limited experience with models, and only a small percentage of these students 
have an abstract understanding of model use in chemistry (Ingham and Gilbert, 1991). In a 
cross-age study, Coll and Treagust (2001) describe similar outcomes when undergraduate and 
postgraduate students tended to use simple teaching models learned in high school to explain 
chemical bonding. Because no single model provides the total evidence for the structure and 
function of a molecule, each student’s understanding is reliant on realising the limitations and 
strengths of each teaching model (Hardwicke, 1995). Teachers’ level of understanding of 
models also has been described as limited because they have a simplified understanding of 
models and modelling in science (Justi and Gilbert, 2002b; Justi and Van Driel, 2005). 
Nevertheless, modelling is a common, intrinsic behavior used in everyday life and also in the 
chemistry classroom.  
The use of concrete models, pictorial representations, animations and simulations have 
been shown to be beneficial to students’ understanding of chemical concepts (Tasker and 
Dalton, 2006). However, the extensive and accepted process of using models has made the 
model appear as ‘fact’ to many teachers and students (Boo, 1998). Frequently, students do not 
differentiate between models and they do not regard models differently from the observed 
characteristic that the model is trying to explain. For example, teachers do not emphasize the 
representational nature when referring to CH4 saying that it is methane, whereas the phrase 
‘CH4 represents the composition of a methane molecule’ would be more accurate. This lack 
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of emphasis reinforces the dilemma of some students viewing models only as copies of the 
scientific phenomena. While it is assumed that students understand the representational nature 
and the analogical relations within the chemical language (Duit and Glynn, 1996), the 
strengths and limitations of each model need to be discussed so that students can assess its 
accuracy and merit (Hardwicke, 1995a, 1995b). Mathewson (2005) discusses the need for 
“explicit and active involvement of processes and interactions within the constituents of the 
modeled system” p. 537. 
In comparing the perceptions of experts and novices on a variety of chemical 
representations, Kozma and Russell (1997) concluded that novices used only one form of 
representation and could rarely transform to other forms, whereas the experts transformed 
easily. Novices relied on the surface features, for example lines, numbers and colour, to 
classify the representations, whereas experts used an underlying and meaningful basis for 
their categorization. The study highlighted the need for representational competence including 
an understanding of the features, merits and differences of each form and showed the 
significance of computer animations in linking the various representations.  
 
Modelling ability 
It is necessary to define the dimension of modelling ability in order to address the 
research question. Models and modelling are explanatory tools for the learner that requires the 
user to relate the target to the analogue. Raghavan and Glaser (1995), working with sixth 
grade students, reported an improvement in the development of students’ model-based 
reasoning skills in predicting, testing and evaluating ideas as a result of specific model-based 
instruction. Justi and Gilbert (2002a) identified modelling as one of the main processes in the 
development of scientific knowledge and as such it has the potential to drive changes in the 
approaches to learning. Grosslight et al. (1991) developed a scale to describe students’ 
modelling ability consisting of three levels: at Level 1, models are considered to be “copies of 
actual objects or actions” (p. 817); at Level 2, there is a realization “that there is a specific, 
explicit purpose that mediates the way the model is constructed” (p. 817); and at Level 3, “the 
model is constructed in the service of developing and testing ideas rather than as serving as a 
copy of reality itself” (p. 818). In their study, Grosslight et al. (1991) based their classification 
on six dimensions: the role of ideas, the use of symbols, the role of the modeller, 
communication, testing and multiplicity. These authors found that 23% of the 11th grade 
students were pure Level 1, 36% were mixed 1–2 Level and 36% were pure Level 2 and no 
students were classified as Level 3 modellers. 
Modelling ability is closely aligned to model-based reasoning as described by Stephens et 
al. (1999) who investigated the factors affecting electrical resistance in which the model of 
electron drift was used. Students used the model to explain their experimental results, 
engaging in model-based reasoning. The types of reasoning used by students to explain their 
observations were classified as: phenomenon-based, relation-based, model-based reasoning 
with lower-order relational mapping and model-based reasoning with higher-order relational 
mapping. The lower order and higher-order relational mapping is consistent with Grosslight et 
al.’s (1991) Level 1 and Level 2 of modelling ability. The defining of levels of modelling skill 
provides a scale for comparison and a useful descriptive reference (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Comparison of two schemes for modelling skills.  
 
 
Harrison and Treagust (2001) consider modelling ability, conceptual status and 
intellectual ability to be closely related recommending that “model-based instruction should 
be sensitive to the intellectual ability and needs of the students” (p. 51). Since chemical 
concepts can be considered as a subset of scientific concepts, the research into models and 
modelling for scientific concepts can be applied to chemical concepts. In summary, the 
literature informs us that modelling ability is related to:  
• Intellectual ability and the conceptual status of the model;  
• Thinking and reasoning levels;  
• Use of models for testing, predicting and evaluating ideas;  
• The number and types of model or representation that can be used meaningfully;  
• Ability to transfer from one model or representation to another;  
• Ability to identify the representational nature – target/analogue, the mode of 
representation, accuracy and permanency of the model;  
• Ability to identify two targets for chemical representations- the macroscopic and the sub-
microscopic levels of representation of matter;  
• Recognition of the limitations of each representations/model; and  
• Recognition of the role and purpose of various representations/models.  
These characteristics are encompassed in the definition provided by Grosslight et al. 
(1991), and help to highlight the significant modelling skill needed in learning chemistry.  
 
Research question 
Data concerning the modelling ability of three students who were representative of a 
group comprising 160 first year undergraduate chemistry students is presented to address the 
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research question “How does students’ modelling ability affect their use of models and their 




This research comprised a series of case studies conducted with students undertaking 
degree courses in Environmental Biology and Health Sciences. The students were required to 
pass the first year chemistry unit for which there is no pre-requisite. 
  
Sample 
Of the 160 students (35% males and 65% females) enrolled in the introductory first-year 
university chemistry course, nineteen students volunteered to be interviewed and three of 
these are discussed in this paper (see Table 1). All students were required to complete pre-
reading prior to participating in weekly 3-hourly laboratory sessions and write up and submit 
laboratory reports each week.  
Table 1. Descriptive data for three case study students. 
Pseudonym Age Experience in chemistry 
Narelle 26-28 years  No experience or only Junior high school science 
Alistair 18-19 years Senior High School chemistry  
Leanne 18-19 years No experience or only Junior high school science 
 
Data sources and analyses 
The initial questionnaire gathered information about students’ understanding of models, 
using the instruments: Students’ Understanding of Models in Science (SUMS) (Treagust et al., 
2002), and Views of Models and Modelling in Science (VOMMS) (Treagust, et al., 2004; 
Chittleborough et al., 2005). Volunteer students completed four worksheets designed to 
investigate students’ understanding of particular concepts such as solutions and ions, moles, 
chemical symbols and equilibrium. The primary qualitative data used were the interviews 
conducted at the beginning of semester 1 and at the beginning of semester 2. Three focus 
cards were used in the first interviews to investigate students understanding of chemical 
representations (see Appendix). In addition, there are the first author’s observations as a 
participant researcher, and the reflective journal of her experiences throughout the study, and 
the students’ laboratory reports. The data sources were processed, transcribed, collated and 
coded as needed. The student volunteers were identified with a single identification number 





Since modelling is an individual characteristic, it is necessary to look at individual 
students, using them as case studies indicative of the larger population (Cohen et al., 2000). In 
responding to the research question, various available data sources are drawn upon to provide 
evidence to determine the modelling abilities of three students who are referred to as Narelle, 
Alistair and Leanne. In a previous paper (Chittleborough et al., 2005), we discussed the 
profiles about each of the volunteer students’ (n=19) modelling abilities and their 
understanding of chemical concepts using the six dimensions of the role of ideas, the use of 
symbols, the role of the modeller, communication, testing and multiplicity, which were 
assessed based on observations of each students’ work in the laboratory, responses on their 
written laboratory reports, the worksheets and interviews. In this paper, the three students 
were selected because they have different backgrounds and provide different perspectives 
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about their modelling abilities and their understanding of the sub-microscopic level of 
representation. 
Whilst student volunteers with stronger chemistry backgrounds began with a higher 
modelling ability because of their chemical experience and foundation knowledge, the 
inexperienced students rapidly improved their modelling abilities. For example, Alistair had a 
strong chemistry background and was already working at Level 2 in the initial interviews, and 
maintained that level by the end of the semester, whereas Narelle, who was a mature aged 
student with no chemical history, was a very poor modeller in the first interview, but 
improved to a Level 2-3 modeller by the end of the semester. Leanne had been in the non-
chemistry group in junior high school (Year10) and had developed a negative attitude towards 
the subject. Initially she had no understanding of chemical models, but demonstrated skills of 
a Level 2 modeller by the end of the year.  
 
Narelle – a level 2/3 modeller with initially no chemical knowledge 
Narelle was a mature age student beginning university with no previous chemical 
knowledge, and was enthusiastic and keen to learn. Her responses to the initial interview 
provided evidence that she had never even considered the sub-microscopic level of matter, 
and that the concept of a representation was foreign to her. When first asked about the 
structure of atoms she replied, “I have never thought about it”. Narelle had learnt about the 
structure of the atom in the first lecture and reproduced these ideas when answering a 
question about the inside of an atom in the initial questionnaire. 
It should be noted that the interviewer was in error here by incorrectly referring to atoms 
of sodium chloride. While this may or may not have misled the student, this issue should be 
considered in the analysis. In the first interview Narelle was unsure about atoms.  
Int.: Can you explain how the copper atoms are arranged?  
Narelle: Don’t know, Yeah, I have thought about it. Yeah I have, I have thought how, sort 
of, thought how would atoms be and that. Umm Don’t Know.  
Int.: Can you tell me how the atoms are arranged in the sodium chloride? How do you 
picture them?  
Narelle: I picture them as sodium cations and chlorine anions. I know that there would be 
some sort of bond between them but I don’t know what sort of bond that would be.  
Narelle’s non-existent background knowledge meant that initially she had no idea how to 
relate to the chemical representations. Even in the first few weeks Narelle was quickly 
assimilating the new terminology and concepts. When asked to classify the diagrams on 
Focus Card 1 (Appendix 1) into elements and compounds Narelle’s answers were confused. 
Her first choice of an element was diagram 1.6 (metal array) and when prompted that the 
circles represent atoms, then she went on to choose diagrams 1.3 and 1.2. Narelle appeared to 
have a preoccupation with the charges associated with the atom – rather than the type of 
atom(s) present.  
Int.: So which one might represent a compound? 
Narelle: 7 and 8, maybe 5, I mean 3 and maybe 5. (Referring to the diagrams on Focus 
Card 1) 
Diagrams 1.7 and 1.8 were both three-dimensional diagrams, with diagram 1.7 
representing a compound and diagram 1.8 representing an element. Narelle appeared to have 
difficulty transferring from the two-dimensional representation to the three-dimensional as 
well as understanding the basic difference between elements and compounds - with Narelle 
choosing diagram 1.3 to be a compound – which she had already chosen as an element. 
Diagram 1.4 – with positive and negative signs in the centre of adjacent circles – was not 
selected at all. The inconsistencies and the apparent confusion with the drawings suggests that 
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Narelle did not have a clear understanding of these representations of elements and 
compounds, and did not know which criteria to use to distinguish them. Her understanding of 
the subatomic level seemed to be interfering with her understanding at the atomic and 
molecular level. In addition, the three-dimensional drawings were causing more confusion 
than clarity for her. These results are consistent with Narelle’s responses to a worksheet 
classifying states of matter and elements, compounds and mixtures.   
In the initial questionnaire students were asked to draw a concept map starting with a list 
of chemical terms. Narelle’s map (Figure 2) indicated that she did not really know what a 
concept map was, nor did she understand the concepts. Initially, the status of Narelle’s 
conceptions of the sub-microscopic level was rudimentary; however, she worked hard and 
improved and her responses to the worksheets during the semester, and the final interview 
demonstrated this growth.  




Narelle’s responses to a worksheet on the nature of ions and solutions indicated a fair 
understanding of nature of ions with some lack of confidence in the reality of the sub-
microscopic level. Narelle was confident with the macroscopic and familiar qualities of 
solutions. In a worksheet about the mole concept, students were asked to show how confident 
they were about twenty-two statements concerning moles. Narelle recorded “Don’t Know” to 
six out of twenty-two questions, and indicated a lack of confidence with four other questions 
concerning Avogadro’s number.  
Towards the end of the semester, in a worksheet on chemical equilibrium students were 
asked to make predictions and describe what would occur in two different equilibrium 
situations when a change is initiated on the system at equilibrium, Narelle demonstrated a 
clear understanding of the sub-microscopic, macroscopic, and symbolic levels in her answer 
to a question on the Haber process by making predictions about the changes to equilibrium 
situations. The question was presented in symbolic form with an equation and a diagram; 
Narelles’s response is summarized: 
Q1b  Predict and explain what happens to the volumes of H2, N2 and NH3 at the new 
equilibrium position. 
Narelle:  The volume of NH3 will be increased. The volume of N2 and the H2 will decrease 
as the added concentration of N2 drives the reaction in direction to lower the 
number of moles. 
 
Narelle described the effect of the changes on the macroscopic qualities of volume and 
concentration referring to the observable quantities and the number of moles of each 
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component. Because the number of moles has both sub-microscopic and macroscopic 
perspectives; it is not possible from this comment to determine Narelle’s perspective(s). This 
duality of chemical representations – discussed in the Theoretical Underpinnings - whereby 
students are able to relate a symbolic representation to both the macroscopic and sub-
microscopic realities – is a common expectation in chemistry and a significant consideration 
in investigating students’ understandings of chemical concepts. 
Responding to a question about the equilibrium position of nitrogen dioxide/dinitrogen 
tetroxide, Narelle made incorrect predictions about the equilibrium shift for addition and 
removal of each substance (NO2 and N2O4) and for temperature changes, but predicted 
correctly the effects of volume changes. Narelle’s diagram to represent the equilibrium 
situation (Figure 3) demonstrates that she is more comfortable with the sub-microscopic level 
than she was at the beginning of the semester; however, her incorrect responses indicate that 
her interpretation of the sub-microscopic level is still developing. Despite these anomalies, a 
significant improvement had occurred in her use of chemical representations throughout the 
semester.  
The data collected about Narelle provided examples of the difficulties some apparently 
simple concepts can produce for students with little or no chemical background, and the high 
probability of misconceptions occurring through the misinterpretation of simple 
representations. The results also demonstrate an inconsistency in understanding – 
understanding some concepts, and not others. 
Figure 3. Narelle’s diagram of the equilibrium situation.  
 
At the beginning of the semester, Narelle was a Level 1 modeller according to Grosslight 
et al.’s scheme.  Her initial lack of understanding of the various chemical representations 
corresponded to a lack of understanding of the concepts. As her modelling ability improved 
and she became more comfortable with chemical symbols and representations, her 
understanding of the chemical concepts also improved. Considering that the communication 
of chemical concepts is often dependent on symbols and representations, this result is not 
surprising. Narelle’s results confirm that a students’ modelling ability does affect their use of 
models and their ability to understand chemical concepts. Narelle repeatedly used equations 
and performed calculations when completing laboratory reports and preparing for tests, and so 
was practicing her modelling skills. Towards the end of the semester, she conceded during the 
interviews that she was developing a mental picture of the sub-microscopic level of matter. 
Her responses to the equilibrium worksheet indicated that she was working at Level 3; 
however, because of some inconsistencies in her responses she was assessed as a Level 2-3 
modeller.  
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In terms of her modelling ability, Narelle improved her conception of the representational 
nature of matter significantly over the semester. Initially, she did not have any appreciation of 
the value of chemical representations. However, repeatedly using the representations to 
understand chemical concepts to solve problems, in laboratory write-ups and in calculations 
and tests she demonstrated the value of the representations. She was able to draw her own 
representations, create her own equations and use them effectively. She used multiple 
representations, used the representations to test ideas and to communicate understanding. 
These data provide evidence that her improved modelling ability is reflected in the use of 
representations in higher-order reasoning tasks that complement her ability to understand 
chemical concepts 
. 
Alistair – a level 3 modeller with a good introductory knowledge of chemistry 
Alistair’s previous chemistry experience included Year 11 and Year 12 chemistry at high 
school in the previous year, but he had not taken the final examination. His strong chemistry 
background provided him with a good understanding of the sub-microscopic nature of matter. 
Below is his description of how atoms are arranged in a sample of copper from the first 
interview. 
Alistair: I picture elements the way they show them in layers - rings of 2 and a ring of 8 
electrons in orbital.  
Int.: And are the atoms close to each other?  
Alistair: No atoms are not close to each other, [they are] spaced evenly but far way away 
from each other. The way I imagine it is that they are in a circular formation - 
spaced evenly but I’ve heard that it’s not like that so.  
Similarly with compounds, Alistair had well developed concepts about the bonding of 
sodium chloride. Nevertheless, the interviews revealed some misconceptions; for example, 
here Alistair refers to the electrons being ‘owned’ by particular atoms.  
Alistair: In the same kind of way, but in the sharing of electrons in that they will either be 
set up between two atoms and share the electrons and then its personal electrons 
will be evenly spaced around in shell formation around the outside… to make 
sure.  
Alistair completed a concept-mapping question in the initial questionnaire (Figure 4) that 
showed he has a personal structure and hierarchy of chemical knowledge. He grouped 
common concepts together and tried to relate them with a true statement. There are some 
misconceptions evident (e.g., metals are compounds), but more importantly, he had the 
confidence to use his own understanding to build up the concept maps.  
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The classification of matter into elements and compounds seems not to be associated with 
Alistair’s mental model of matter, but more with interpreting what the representation portrays. 
In this regard, Alistair classified the Focus Card 1 correctly, except for diagrams 1.3 and 1.4 
(Appendix). The dialogue of the interview indicates how important it is for every part of the 
representation to be understood.  
Alistair Diagram 1.4 is a compound; no it has positive and negative charges like in the 
nucleus or something. Don’t know if they mean atoms or whether they mean ions? 
Don’t know what they are trying to get at there, but I’d say that because they have 
two differing substances – probably means a compound.  
Int.: Why did you think this one was a compound (talking about diagram 1.3)? 
Alistair: The lines represented a bond.  
Int.: Oh OK and you said the bonds mean a compound and then you looked at it twice, 
and what did you realise? 
Alistair: It might not be a compound - you don’t know - you only know what the lines 
represent.  
Int.: Second time you looked at it you said it was an element – why did you say it was 
an element?  
Alistair: Simple because it could be an element or a compound – I’m not too sure.  
Int.: What do the circles represent? 
Alistair: To me they represent an element. 
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Here Alistair equated lines with bonds, and he associated bonds with compounds, 
forgetting that elements can also have bonds. He also equated circles with elements not atoms. 
Alistair: Diagram 1.5 – a compound. 
Alistair: Diagram 1.6 delocalised electrons in between positive charges, aqueous solution, 
or a metal. 
Alistair: Diagram 1.7 a solid compound. 
Int.: Why do you say compound? 
Alistair: Maybe it could be NH4 because they have got nice nitrogen and four hydrogens 
spaced evenly around it. That’s how I imagine it too – like diagram 1.7 with 
three-dimensional and round shapes and so if there were two more they would be 
on the front.  
Alistair: Diagram 1.8 looks like a solid but an element because all bunch of the same type 
and the one-size balls. 
Despite the fact that Alistair has a reasonably good understanding of the concept of 
elements and compounds, diagrams 1.3 and 1.4 did not fit his criteria. This observation 
supports the need for the learner to appreciate the target of all the components of a 
representation or analogue. Alistair’s description of Diagram 1.6 suggests a memorized 
response. Having learnt chemistry for the previous two years at school, this is possible. 
Alistair repeatedly categorised the diagrams according to their state as well as their chemical 
status – “solid compound” or “solid but an element”. These comments indicated that he had a 
well-established network of knowledge that included both attributes, which he was using to 
classify the diagrams.  Alistair was familiar with chemical entities and the relationships 
between them as was exhibited in the concept maps. He performed well on the worksheets as 
expected. He is an experienced modeller and was comfortable explaining a laboratory 
practical using symbols and equations. Alistair had a preferred representation when asked 
about the various representations for water (see Appendix). 
Int.: Look at the representations of water on focus card 3. Which representation do 
you prefer? Why? 
Alistair: When I think of water I think of the electron dot formula HOH. 
Int.: Why do you think of that?  
Alistair: It just shows me that there is oxygen, not going to have two hydrogen electrons 
keep them spaced apart, and all the electrons are accounted for. 
The electron-dot representation provides a logical representation – accounting for atoms, 
electrons and structure. Alistair could transfer easily between all three levels of chemical 
representations of matter: discussing a practical activity in terms of an equation (symbolic), in 
terms of a macroscopic quality and also at the sub-microscopic level discussing the movement 
of ions. On the basis of observations, he was assigned a Level 3 modelling ability. 
Alistair’s background knowledge and solid foundation gave him a huge advantage in this 
course. He had the confidence and ability to visualize, describe, envisage, and make 
predictions using his mental model and easily verbalized his understanding. Alistair 
demonstrated the importance of having a good understanding and a good mental model. In 
terms of the six dimensions used to evaluate modelling ability, Alistair had communicated a 
good appreciation of the role of representations in the process of science and the chemical 
content: he was confident in using multiple representations but had also a preferred 
representation. He used the representations to make predictions and test ideas.  
 
Leanne – a level 2 only modeller with initially no chemical knowledge 
Leanne left high school the previous year and had not studied chemistry before. She had 
studied science to Year 10 level where she was in the non-chemistry group. In the first 
interview Leanne applied macroscopic properties to the sub-microscopic nature of matter, 
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displaying a poor modelling ability. There was obvious confusion between the 
representational nature and the reality of the sub-microscopic level. She was unable to 
understand the representational nature of the diagrams on the focus cards as is shown in the 
following interview excerpts.  
Int.: If I gave you a sample of copper for example. Can you explain how the copper 
atoms are arranged?  
Leanne: They would be all together.  
Int.: What would they be like? 
Leanne: No idea.  
Int.: Copper’s hard we know that but what about the atoms? 
Leanne: Copper’s hard, then doesn’t mean that they are tightly packed. They would be 
together.  
In this next excerpt, the interviewer has misled the student by referring to atoms of 
sodium chloride when in fact they are ions.  
Int.: What would sodium chloride atoms look like? 
Leanne: It would look like little white things.  
Int.: If you get down from the little white things and go down to the atoms what are the 
atoms going to look like? 
Leanne: White.  
Int.: OK 
Leanne’s comments demonstrate a common assumption by learners in associating the 
macroscopic qualities to the sub-microscopic level (Andersson, 1990). This misconception 
arises because the student doesn’t understand the differences between the three levels of 
representation of matter. 
Initially, Leanne had no idea how to classify the diagrams on Focus Card 1 (Appendix) 
into elements or compounds, but by asking some questions and getting feedback she worked 
out the necessary criteria of associating different sized atoms with compounds. The diagrams 
acted as explanatory tools – extending her understanding of the element/compound concept.  
Leanne’s ability to transfer from one level of chemical representation of matter to another 
was rudimentary at the time of the first interview. Leanne looked at Focus Card 3 (Appendix) 
– displaying eight different representations of water – and was very clear about distinguishing 
the reality from the representation, and did not relate the two at all.  
Int.: How do you visualise the beaker with the ions mixing/dissolving in with the 
water?  
Leanne: I honestly have no idea when it comes to things like that. Like I can’t visualise the 
difference between having H2O written down on paper and then looking at it. It 
doesn’t look the same, it’s nothing.  
Int.: Yeah, So the real thing is so remote from the symbolic that…  
Leanne: It’s unbelievable.  
By the time of the second interview, Leanne had completed the first semester of an 
introductory first year Chemistry course and had just started the second semester unit course. 
With the experience gained in the first semester she had developed a personal understanding 
of the role of representations in chemistry, however she was still unsure about the sub-
microscopic level.  
Int.: In laboratory work, we perform experiments and use equations to do calculations. 
Can you relate the equation to the experiment? 
Leanne: No, I see the experiment – and I see the equation. 
Int.: Do you fill in the blanks in the calculations? 
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Leanne: I do more than just fill in the blanks now but I still couldn’t do the calculations 
without help from Barry (demonstrator); I need help to know where to start. 
Int.: Do you have a mental picture of the reaction occurring? 
Leanne: I do not really have a mental picture of the reaction in my head. I see it in the lab 
and then I understand the equation represents it, but I do not picture it at the 
atomic level. I liked the electron dot formula and I suppose they give me a mental 
picture to think about.  
Leanne’s modelling skills had improved as a result of the laboratory and theoretical work. 
Initially, in the first interview, Leanne was confused about the representational nature and the 
reality of the sub-microscopic level. The distinction between reality and representation is not 
always obvious in chemical contexts, because in the course of instruction teachers often refer 
to representations as though they are real entities, resulting in confusion. This outcome is not 
surprising considering that the model should have properties of the real entity and these 
properties are accurate. However, the teacher needs to emphasise that it is not an exact copy. 
The disparity between these ideas leads to misconceptions of the nature of the sub-
microscopic level.  
During laboratory experiments, Leanne demonstrated a competent use of chemical 
equations and an understanding of how they relate to the laboratory experiments, being 
evaluated as a Level 2 modeller. In terms of the six dimensions used to evaluate modelling 
ability, the data for Leanne is less consistent. While she used chemical symbols writing up 
practical lessons, her acceptance of the reality of the sub-microscopic level is questionable. 
Leanne successfully linked the symbolic level with the macroscopic level, and the symbolic 
level with the sub-microscopic level independently of each other. That is, Leanne had not 
necessarily linked the macroscopic level to the sub-microscopic level, although she had 
mapped the symbolic representation to both. The limitations of Leanne’s understanding are 
shown in Figure 5. Her reticence in using the sub-microscopic level could hinder her 
understanding, since most chemical explanations are at the sub-microscopic level. Leanne’s 
situation supports Johnstone’s (1991) warnings of the difficulties students experience in 
comprehending the sub-microscopic level, and handling all three levels of chemical 
representation of matter simultaneously. 
Leanne’s reactions to comments provide an insight into her understanding. She 
demonstrated a clear understanding of the difference between the symbolic and the sub-
microscopic levels, but demonstrated a persistent lack of conviction as to the reality of the 
sub-microscopic level with comments such as, “It can’t be seen with the naked eye.” Her 
logical response is justifiable when considered in her practical, naïve and somewhat simplistic 
terms: the sub-microscopic level is not visible, in class no proof had been provided for its 
existence, the scale is extremely small, the idea that it is mostly empty space refutes her 
personal experiences of the macroscopic nature of liquids and solids. Leanne understood that 
the symbolic chemical representations provide the visual stimulus for how best to envisage 
the sub-microscopic level – but to her, it was not reality. 
Leanne’s level of understanding is common. The idea of relating a macroscopic 
observation to the invisible sub-microscopic level is understandably ‘unbelievable’, 
impossible, and foreign to some students, and contrary to common sense. Leanne’s non-
existent chemistry background meant that she had not been trained to think about matter in a 
particulate way, while most science students have been taught to think about matter in this 
way repeatedly every year from a young age. With common macroscopic experiences 
supporting an apparently continuous nature of matter, it is not surprising that there is a 
conflict with the particulate nature of matter, as reported in the literature (Andersson, 1990; 
Johnson, 1998). However, the repeated referencing to the sub-microscopic level that provided 
explanations of macroscopic observations gives the sub-microscopic level credibility. The 
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sub-microscopic level promoted and required a chemical way of thinking – a chemical 
epistemology.  







The research has shown how students’ ability to model plays a significant and unique role 
in learning chemistry. However, while models are ever-present as tools in explaining 
chemical concepts, the nature of the explanatory tool itself and the skills of modelling are not 
usually taught directly, but rather indirectly as needed to explain content. Teachers may 
assume that modelling is an instinctive skill (Duit and Glynn, 1996), though the data from the 
three students in this study show that this is not the case when learning chemistry. Practice 
with models and consideration of different levels of representations did improve students’ 
modelling ability which in turn was instrumental in students learning the chemistry concepts.  
Also, work with these three students has highlighted a range of difficulties and 
misconceptions that can arise in using models and representations to understand the abstract 
nature of the sub-microscopic level of matter. This was particularly the case with Narelle and 
Leanne who began the unit with little or no chemistry knowledge.  
The unique duality of chemical models and representations – linking to both the 
macroscopic and sub-microscopic levels simultaneously – highlights the complex nature of 
chemistry. Students such as Narelle and Leanne, with little or no background knowledge in 
chemistry, had to learn how to interpret representations and chemical models and link them to 
the sub-microscopic level. Application and practice with chemical representations and models 
was necessary for these students to become proficient with the three levels of representations 
and gain a deeper understanding of the chemistry concepts in the unit.  Learning through 
instruction and practice is not unique to models; rather the importance of this study is that it 
illustrates the way the ability to model impacts on students’ mental models of matter. 
Identifying and focusing on the characteristics of good modelling ability promoted the process 
of thinking and using models effectively.  
Based on the case studies of Narelle, Alistair and Leanne, the students’ understandings of 
the role of models in relation to both the macroscopic and submicroscopic levels have been 
shown to be significant in their depth of understanding of chemical concepts. The study has 
demonstrated that these students who used models and the different levels of representation, 
with modelling ability of levels 2/3 or level 3, were able to develop higher order thinking 
processes about the chemistry they were learning because they were able to: use models for 
testing, predicting and evaluating their ideas; develop mental pictures of the submicroscopic 
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level of matter; transfer ideas between different levels of representation; create symbolic 
representations from observed reactions; and appreciate the target of representation or 
analogue. For Narelle and Leanne especially, their developing modelling abilities were 
important in the development of their understanding of chemical concepts.  
In brief, the conclusion from this study is that students’ abilities to use and interpret 
chemical models do influence their abilities to understand chemical concepts. These 
modelling skills should be taught rather than be an incidental consequence of the teaching of 
chemical concepts, by being incorporated in instruction, and by students given practice in the 
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Focus Card 3 Diagram #8 copied from Zumdahl (2000 p.358) 
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